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________________________________________________________________
MERGER OF BANK OF ASIA AND UOB RADANASIN
________________________________________________________________
United Overseas Bank Limited (“UOB”) would like to announce that it has,
together with its two banking subsidiaries in Thailand, namely Bank of Asia
Public Company Limited (“BOA”) and UOB Radanasin Public Company Limited
(“UOBR”), submitted to the Bank of Thailand a final agreed merger plan to merge
BOA and UOBR pursuant to Thailand’s Ministry of Finance’s One Presence
Policy (“Merger Plan”). The announcements released by BOA and UOBR to the
Stock Exchange of Thailand are attached for information.
According to the Merger Plan, it is proposed that BOA will be the surviving bank
after the merger and that UOBR will be delisted from the Stock Exchange of
Thailand and eventually liquidated. The structure of the Merger Plan is divided
into four stages which are intended to be implemented between March and July
2005. However, achieving the combination of the banks in accordance with the
Merger Plan and its intended timetable is dependant on external factors, notably
approvals from the regulatory authorities, the board of directors and shareholders
of both banks.
Key features of the Merger Plan are as follows:Stage 1 – Acquisition of shares in UOBR
UOB currently holds about 83.77% of UOBR, with the Financial Institutions
Development Fund ("FIDF") holding 16.22% and approximately 1,100 minority
shareholders holding the remaining 0.01%. UOB proposes to make a delisting
tender offer to acquire the remaining shares in UOBR but may also seek to
acquire shares prior to the delisting tender offer by private agreement with the
FIDF and/or minority shareholders of UOBR.
The delisting tender offer is subject to the approval of the regulatory authorities
and the board of directors and shareholders of UOBR. The delisting tender offer
price will be determined in accordance with the relevant regulations in Thailand.
UOBR will appoint an independent financial adviser to advise its minority
shareholders.
Upon completion of the proposed acquisition, UOB will hold almost 100% of
UOBR and an application will be submitted for the delisting of UOBR from the
Stock Exchange of Thailand.
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Stage 2 – Exchange of UOBR shares for BOA shares
Contingent upon UOB’s acquisition of UOBR shares and UOBR’s delisting, BOA
proposes to issue new BOA shares as consideration to UOB in exchange for the
UOBR shares held by UOB (“share exchange”). The share exchange ratio will
be decided after consultation with the financial advisers. BOA will appoint an
independent financial adviser to advise its minority shareholders. Completion of
the share exchange will be subject to certain conditions, including approval by
the regulatory authorities and the board of directors and shareholders of BOA.
When the share exchange is completed, UOBR will cease to be a subsidiary of
UOB and will become a subsidiary of BOA.
Stage 3 – Business Transfer from UOBR to BOA
Contingent upon the share exchange being concluded, UOBR proposes to
transfer its business (i.e. its assets, liabilities and employees, to the fullest extent
practicable) to BOA in consideration for BOA assuming UOBR’s liabilities and
BOA making a payment to UOBR. Completion of the business transfer will also
be subject to certain conditions, including approval by the regulatory authorities
and the board of directors and shareholders of BOA and UOBR.
Stage 4 – Liquidation of UOBR
Contingent upon the completion of the business transfer and subject to the
completion of the transfer of certain limited activities and release of certain
liabilities, BOA proposes to wind up and liquidate UOBR as soon as practicable.
Any shareholder in addition to BOA who remains in UOBR will receive a prorated return of capital and surplus assets, if any, from the winding-up and
liquidation process.
Credit Suisse First Boston is acting as UOB’s international financial advisor.
Further announcements on the Merger Plan will be made as appropriate.

Mrs Vivien Chan
Company Secretary

Dated this 3rd day of February, 2005
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